GROWTH   OF   BRITISH   INTERESTS
manipulating the political situation in Europe, she could safe-
guard the routes to India. She had not yet fully realized that
political control, direct or indirect, would have to be assumed
over territories through which lay actual and potential high-
ways to her indispensable Eastern possessions.
Protection of the Indians engaged in trade at Basra and Bagh-
dad and of the Indian Muslims on pilgrimage to the four Holy
Cities of Turkish Arabia, concern for the sanitary conditions at
Basra and the Holy Cities, the distribution of the Oudh bequest,
the administration of the India Postal System, established in
1868 at Basra and Baghdad, the irrigation schemes projected
by Sir William Willcocks in 1911,1 and executed by British
companies, and, above all, the encouragement and protection
of commerce and river navigation continued to be the methods
by which British influence and position were maintained and
extended. British prestige centred largely about the Residency
at Baghdad with its guard of Indian troops,2 and the armed
sloop attached to it, yet so strong was it among the tribes that on
a number of occasions British representatives were approached
by Arabs who desired Great Britain to establish a protectorate
over them.8
Great Britain's early interest in communications with India,
however, had not been without some valuable results. The ex-
peditions sent out from 1834 onwards and the presence of armed
steamers on the Tigris4 paved the way for the initiation of a
1 Willcocks, Sir William, The Irrigation of Mesopotamia (1917, Revised
Ed).
a 'Our maintenance of troops as far north as Baghdad . . . could not have been
actuated by hope of commercial gain. It must have been due to our strategic
position in those regions.' Lord Lamington, former Governor of Bombay,
1903-7, Pro C. Asian Soc., January, 1908, p. 17.
3	In 1899, 1902, 1912; Official Reports on Events in Turkish 'Iraq, September,
1911; October, 1911; February, 1912.
4	In 1840 and 1841, four armed steamers of the East India Company, the
Assyria, Nitocns, Nimrod, and Euphrates, designed to establish further British
influence, made periodic trips from Basra to Baghdad with goods, mail and
passengers.  Surveys were also made on both the Tigris and Euphrates (supra,
p. 33).   All but the Nitocris were withdrawn in 1842.   ParL Papers, 1840
(323), Pt. n, 299-300.
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